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Stingray Urinal Screen
A URINAL SCREEN THAT DOES MORE THAN JUST LAY THERE
Traditionally a urinal screen has done nothing more than just lay in the bottom of the urinal and emit a fragrance between 

flushes. They never stay in place as the urinal fills with water during a flush and have done very little to reduce splashback, 

even with anti-splash features. WizKid Products changed the urinal screen game by introducing the Splash Hog Vertical 

Urinal Screen and its ability to reduce splashback and deodorize an entire restroom. We have now taken the innovations we developed for the line of 

Splash Hogs and applied them to a more traditional screen. Introducing the Stingray Urinal Screen, the urinal screen that does more than just lay there.

FITS IN VIRTUALLY EVERY URINAL
Designed with flex points to provide coverage in 
almost every size and style urinal.

STAYS IN PLACE
The suction cup tab allows the screen to be 
attached to the urinal, keeping it in place before 
and after each flush.

REDUCES SPLASH BACK
The multi-length spines reduce splashback when 
men aim at the bottom of the urinal.

DRAIN DOMES ARE NO PROBLEM
Designed with a punchout area to allow the screen 
to function around the drain dome. 

CLEANER DRAINS
Loaded with an enzymatic drain cleaner to reduce 
build-up

LONG-LASTING FRAGRANCE
Fragrance load provides a deodorizing fragrance for 
up to 30 days.

The musk scent of Black Forest combines the scent of eucalyptus trees 
with the unique calming and clean smell of the woods and leaves of a 
southern forest, including fir, rosewood, patchouli, and cedarwood.

The fruit-forward fragrance of Kiwi Guava bursts with the aroma of 

fresh tropical kiwi fruit melded beautifully to perfection with fresh 

Guava.

KIWI GUAVABLACK FOREST

New Fragrances
On our quest to continually innovate and meet our customers needs, we have developed two new fragrances available for all of our odor control 

products based on requests from customers.

FRAGRANCE-FREE
Medical facilities and universities across the country are becoming more concerned about the fragrances 
their patrons experience. A study showed almost 19% of those surveyed reported adverse health effects 
from air fresheners. This study shows having fragrance and odor-free solutions for facilities is a growing need.

We have now taken the effectiveness of our odor-control products to the next level by offering a fragrance
and odor-free version that also includes an antimicrobial to stop odors at the molecular level. In addition, this 
screen is genuinely fragrance and odor-free. It does not contain any scent that can affect someone who is fragrance-sensitive.

NEW PRODUCTS



Mini Splash Hog Vertical Urinal Screen Splash Hog Vertical Urinal Screen

SPLASH HOG VERTICAL URINAL SCREENS
60-Day Fragrance

Fragrance deodorizes for up to 60 days
Full Coverage

Designed for use in full-size, wall-mount urinals

Clean
SH-CLN

Cucumber Melon
SH-CU/MLN

Lavender
SH-LAV

Mango
SH-MGO

Cotton Blossom
SH-COT/BL

Kiwi Guava
SH-KI/GUA

Black Forest
SH-BLK/F

NEW FRAGRANCES FRAGRANCE-FREE

Fragrance-Free
SH-FF

Clean
SH-CLN-MINI

Cucumber Melon
SH-CU/MLN-MINI

Lavender
SH-LAV-MINI

Mango
SH-MGO-MINI

Cotton Blossom
SH-COT/BL-MINI

Kiwi Guava
SH-KI/GUA-MINI

Black Forest
SH-BLK/F-MINI

NEW FRAGRANCES

MINI SPLASH HOG VERTICAL URINAL SCREENS
45-Day Fragrance

Fragrance deodorizes for up to 45 days
Compact Design

Designed to fit and be highly effective in compact urinals

FRAGRANCE-FREE

Fragrance-Free
SH-FF-MINI

NEW PRODUCTSTINGRAY URINAL SCREENS
30-Day Fragrance

Fragrance deodorizes for up to 30 days
Innovative Design

Designed to flex and fit urinals of all shapes and styles.
Stays In Place

Attaches to urinal to stop the screen from floating out of position

Clean
STGRY-CLN

Cucumber Melon
STGRY-CU/MLN

Lavender
STGRY-LAV

Mango
STGRY-MGO

Cotton Blossom
STGRY-COT/BL

Kiwi Guava
STGRY-KI/GUA

Black Forest
STGRY-BLK/F

FRAGRANCE-FREE

Fragrance-Free
STGRY-FF

Stop splashback where guys actually aim.

No Splash
Hedgehog-like spines

drastically reduce splashback

Patented Product
The only urinal screens that

go up the back wall

100% Recyclable
Manufactured  with a 

recyclable polymer

Cleaner Drains
Loaded with an enzymatic

drain cleaner to reduce build-up

7 2/3"

9”

2”

Stingray

18”

6”

7 1/4”

Splash Hog

6 1/3"

134/5”

51/3”

Mini Splash Hog



Protect floors from puddles, odors, and stains.

No-Slip Backing
Rubber backing keeps

the mat in place

Odor Inhibitor
Each mat is loaded with a 

strong antimicrobial

No Maintenance
Air dries like an
entryway mat

Premium Presentation
Carpet-like texture is a 
step above other mats

AVAILABLE IN THREE COLORS

GreyBlack Stone

* Indicates mat is only available in black

URINAL MATS

Original Mat Diamond Cut

Original Mat

Commode

COMMODE MATS

Big "A" Toilet

Commode Mat

Square Nose Floor Mount

FLOOR MOUNT URINAL MATS

Bull Nose Floor Mount

Square Nose Floor Mount

Hand Dryer Stations Hand-Sanitizing Stations

ALL-PURPOSE MATS

Sink/Hand Dryer Multi-Purpose Mat*

Drinking FountainsWater Fountains

All products are 
proudly made

in the USA

www.WizKidProducts.com
(954) 323-2485 | info@WizKidProducts.com



ANTIMICROBIAL RUNNER MATS
Odor Inhibitor

Antimicrobial compounds built into
the fibers neutralize odors

Adhesive Backing
The acrylic-based, adhesive backing keeps the mat

in place and is easily repositioned

Customizable Length
Cut-to-length runner to use in an

endless variety of locations

Clean Release
Remove in under 90 days without leaving

a residue or ruining the floor

Moisture Barrier
Manufactured with a moisture-barrier

to keep floors dry and stain-free

Easy Maintenance
Clean around the mat and vacuum

as needed to remove dirt and debris

AVAILABLE IN THREE SIZES
36” x100' | 36" x 25' | 24" x 25'

A customizable solution to prevent slips, trips, and falls throughout a facility.

Grocery Stores Convenience Stores Food Service/Cafeteria Areas

A passive air freshener designed to maximize the natural currents of air.

30 Day Fragrance
Captures passive air currents

for up to 30 days

Easy To Hide
Clean-release adhesive strips 
allow for discreet placement

Stylish Design
The flowing design is stylish

and artistic in nature

Flow Through Design
Designed with more surface

area for greater fragrance release

Clean
CRNT-CLN

Cucumber Melon
CRNT-CU/MLN

Lavender
CRNT-LAV

Mango
CRNT-MGO

Cotton Blossom
CRNT-COT/BL

Kiwi Guava
CRNT-KI/GUA

Black Forest
CRNT-BLK/F

Sinks Commodes

Flow through design allows for greater fragrance release

Clean-release adhesive back for discreet placement 

NEW PRODUCT  |  AVAILABLE IN EARLY 2023

Runner Mat Cutting Tool
Protects floor when trimming mat.

Grooves act as a guide to produce clean cuts and perfect 45° angles.
Availlable in two widths, 24" & 36".

AIR FRESHENERS



About WizKid Products
WizKid Products began from the desire of two men who were tired of the mess that lived around 

the urinal and saw an opportunity to make a difference. Since then, our organization has aimed to 

make the world a cleaner, better-smelling place by looking at situations from every perspective to 

find solutions to common facility problems. Today, we create innovative products that keep a facility 

cleaner between cleanings, focusing on moisture control and odor management.

Making your world a cleaner, better-smelling place, WizKid Products.

WizKidProducts.com
(954) 323-2485  |  info@WizKidProducts.com

2515 Antioch Road
Dalton, GA 30721

All products
are proudly made 

in the USA


